
Apostolic Music and Medical Centers

I do not want to forget our vision for a center in each tribe to train our people in certain services such 
as:

1.  Health (medical) 
2.  Dental 
3.  Midwifery
4.  EMT (First Aid) 
5.  Chiropractic
6.  Minor Surgery 
7.  Physiotherapy 
8.  Acupuncture 
9.  Certain Massage – (foot massage and other kinds of services in medicine)
10.  Foods for Healthful Living – (cold-pressed oils, certain needed diets, people overweight, etc) 
11.  Music Conservatory

All people who may be of service (in the clans of a tribe) will come to a main center for three months at 
a time. There they will learn their particular skill or skills (depending upon their ability) in a college 
type of setting.  A three-month intensive training course will be carried out by the instructors for all 
those who attend. 

For example, all who are interested in making musical instruments or playing upon them (including singing, 
dancing, recording and making songs) will come to the center. A three-month period will be scheduled in 
learning and writing songs and dances. In addition, technical training will be taught in the practical aspects of 
making instruments. The centers will have the facilities to teach and train those who are sent to ensure these 
skills are learned. All classes will be conducted in a college setting or curriculum. Three months of 
consistent classes will be organized with teachers who stay for one year at a time at these centers in 
each tribe. 
Those sent to these centers must be of a stature such that they would not require strong leadership. They 
would have already proven themselves trustworthy and with great gifting potential to be developed. 
Training and Apprenticeship
The instrument-making industry throughout the clans will support the centers. The clans will buy their 
musical instruments from no one else except David's Harp (sanctified music on sanctified instruments.
)  One clan will specialize in one type of instrument. The tithe from the sale of these instruments will 
be given to the training centers for the upkeep (maintenance and support of their facilities) as well as 
for inventing instruments (research in developing what is pleasing to our Father.)
These Music and Medical Center’s primary purpose is for the training and apprenticeship of skills necessary
in providing services (Eph 4:12) for the whole nation.


